
DESIGN SERVICE

      

Kraftwurx is YOUR source for 3D modeling, photo-realistic rendering, prototyping and
Digital Manufacturing

  

Turn your ideas into reality.

  
      

    Scanning & Reproduction
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DESIGN SERVICE

Kraftwurx uses 3D scanners and advanced software to reproduce anything you need for your
project. Send us your parts, broken or not... we scan them in 3D and reproduce them for you
quickly and easily, often in less than 10 days!

  

This service is great for antique car   parts and hard to find   products AND add it to our
database for future   orders. You can even  earn money off future sales!

  

Contact us directly to find out more about our scanning reproduction services.

        

    Engineering & Design
  

Kraftwurx is a community of artists, engineers, product development experts and designers
capable of turning your ideas into 3D models AND into consumer products.

  

Let us help you design a product and bring it to   market. We can  provide mechanical
engineering and artistic talent   including  Industrial Design to turn your idea into reality.
Kraftwurx offers you two services that meet everyone's  needs. Click the links below to learn
which is right for you!
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DESIGN SERVICE

    Direct Digital Manufacturing
  

Kraftwurx is the worlds only truly custom manufacturer that turns your ideas into products and
lets you sell them to the world.

  

Kraftwurx handles every aspect of manufacturing and sales so that you focus on what you do
best...your designs and your ideas!

  

Kraftwurx can also handle bridge manufacturing of your products to traditional manufacturing   if
it becomes very popular.  We have resources around the globe for   traditional manufacturing 
services.
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DESIGN SERVICE

Get Started Now
  

Kraftwurx is for anyone with an idea. We turn your ideas into Reality. Simply choose one of our
convenient options above and get started today
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